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Agenda

- Definition of Distributed Learning
- Literature
- Research Method
- Analysis and Recommendations

- I have added my notes to the slides for archive purposes when a further explanation was required. Titles in Italics were not part of the original presentation.
Definition

The opportunity to learn well beyond the normal scope of the classroom in a variety of formats and modes of delivery. Technology is an integral part of distributed learning.

- Equitable but not necessarily equal
Literature

- Value / Benefit
- Collaboration with Faculty
- Embedded within a course
  a) Research component
  b) Specific assignment
  c) Active learning techniques
  d) Assessment

- Tools
Research Method

- Interview Participants
- Data Collection
- Limitations
Analysis

- Program
- Tools
- Challenges
- Impressions
RECOMMENDATIONS
Collaboration
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Collaboration Notes

Librarians must build strong relationships with their community, whether it be a faculty member, a teacher at a high school or an outside organization. This collaboration will allow for library initiatives and services to be designed effectively for students based upon the user’s needs. Knowledge and awareness of the research interests of individual faculty members combined with the curriculum taught within the discipline inform collection decisions and instruction offerings, as well as, other services that can be offered by the liaison librarian.
Strategic Selection

Strategic Selection Notes

Librarians should choose courses and programs selectively; focusing on those with strong research components and/or assignments to provide the most engaging instruction to students.

Distributed learning is not an appropriate choice for every course or program; instructors need to be mindful of technology and how it is used and applied in order to effectively deliver their curriculum.
Active Learning
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Active Learning Notes

Active learning increases student engagement in the course, their understanding of the materials and retention of critical information. Online students can participate in discussion boards and chat sessions, resulting in active ways to learn and experience the information being shared.
Assessment
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Assessment Notes

Ongoing assessment and evaluation ensure that learning has occurred, as well as informing improvements in course delivery and instruction. Once the library has implemented a distributed learning strategy, it will be important to assess and evaluate if the instructional pedagogy has been effective. Evaluation of programming is accomplished through surveying students who participated in the instructional session and should be ongoing. Evaluation and assessment of student learning and delivery of that information will inform the evolution of effective instruction.
The Sky is the Limit!

The Sky is the Limit

Instructors should be selective in the adoption and integration of technology into classroom activities, ensuring that the technology assists in the effective facilitation of the learning process and does not distract from it.

The only limit is your imagination!
What if?

We ignore the shifts in technology and the expectations of the learner, ignore the ground swell of change that is already happening or is well underway, at our peril. We need to change fundamentally how we think about teaching and learning. It will not be the same landscape 10 or 20 years from now. And if we do not change and adopt and adapt, it will very quickly bring into focus the relevance of the university.

(D. Morrison, personal communication)
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